
LANDFILL SITUATION IN HONG KONG

By , the region's landfill sites will be full to bursting with rubbish. Hong Kong may be clean on the surface, but its public
services are.

However, the magnitude of the issue is so devastatingly large and so compounded by the systems we live in
that seem bent on perpetrating it, that we are all going to have to do much more, be more thoughtful, and
demand better from all the entities that serve us. Completely inadequate recycling facilities, lack of effort to
reduce waste at source by manufacturers and businesses, lack of policy, and irresponsible consumer behaviour
have already taken the trash issue to an unsustainable point in Hong Kong for years. The EPD keeps regular
statistics on each waste type, such as composition, quantity sent for disposal and quantity recycled. If your
days are spent away from reusable glasses and filtered water, carry your own water bottle. Here you can learn
about municipal solid waste, where we dispose of it, how landfills are being reused, and other ways in which
waste is being managed. Separately, the Council for Sustainable Development SDC conducted an engagement
process on three pilot areas, one of which is solid waste management, and published its report with
recommendations on the engagement process in February  A few new enterprising businesses and initiatives
have sprung up in attempts to tackle various parts of our filthy problem. On 5 July , the EAP passed a motion
to urge the Administration to include a holistic and comprehensive plan, targets and timeframes for measures
in the upcoming strategy document on MSW management. Both can be harmful to human health and toxic to
the environment [13]. A beach cleanup event. He points out that horticulturists currently import a lot of their
garden compost from as far away as the Netherlands â€” whereas the decomposed food waste would be a
natural local source. GoCup , which has been around since , promotes the habit of bringing your own reusable
beverage container to cafes to avoid takeaway cups. Photo: Coast Watch Project. When we have no clean
beaches left, when our seafood becomes more and more polluted with microplastics, and when our oceans turn
into even larger putrid garbage gyres. It has extensive controls on its emissions which are regularly monitored
by the EPD. File photo: GovHK. Food delivery scooters zip around town delivering plastic containers and
unnecessary plastic cutlery at all hours. Locations and features of existing landfills Restored landfills There
are 13 closed landfills in Hong Kong and their restoration works were completed between and to minimise
their potential adverse impacts to the environment and to render them safe for beneficial use. Landfills in the
global financial hub of 7 million people are nearly full as the volume of waste rises for a fifth-straight year and
recycling lags behind other Asian cities. Carrying reusable containers around is heavy and you need to
remember to pack them, and then you need to walk the walk. It comprises waste produced during food
production, processing, wholesale, retail and preparation, as well as after meal leftovers and expired foods.
Leachate is treated using landfill gas to provide heat for reducing the heavy loading of ammonia and ensuring
that it can be released into the environment [20] [21] according to strict criteria as specified by the
Environmental Protection Department of Hong Kong , and the process is employed at all three strategic
landfill sites cited above [22]. Interested parties may refer to relevant webpage for more details. For details,
please visit Green Procurement. Is your usual dairy milk in a Tetrapak too? Looking for a cleaner future The
government has promised new infrastructure, including a multibillion dollar incinerator to be built on one of
the island's most verdant locations. Donate As of January 1 , the global waste disposal problem has taken a
significant turn. Is that almond milk you love putting in your smoothie only available in a tetrapak? We
recognise that the growing waste management problem requires continued effort both by the Government and
the community at large. Growing Wasteloads Hong Kong, like many developed places, has seen its wasteloads
grow as its economy has grown.


